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ABSTRACT
Organisms can cope with changing temperature under climate
change by either adapting to the temperature at which they per-
form best and/or by dispersing to more benign locations. The evo-
lution of a new thermal niche during range shifting is, however,
expected to be strongly constrained by genetic load because spa-
tial sorting is known to induce fast evolution of dispersal. To broaden
our understanding of this interaction, we studied the joint evolution
of dispersal and thermal performance curves (TPCs) of a popula-
tion during range shifting by applying an individual-based spatially
explicit model. Always, TPCs adapted to the local thermal conditions.
Remarkably, this adaptation coincided with an evolution of disper-
sal at the shifting range front being equally high or lower than at
the trailing edge. This optimal strategy reduces genetic load and
highlights that evolutionary dynamics during range shifting change
when crucial traits such as dispersal and thermal performance jointly
evolve.
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Background
To prevent extinction caused by climate change, populations need to keep track of their
optimum environment by range shifting, accommodation of the phenotype by pheno-
typic plasticity or the establishment of favourable adaptations [28,61]. Variation in these
responses depends largely on the considered timescale, the organism’s life history, the rate
and extent of environmental change, the availability of a suitable habitat and the dispersal
ability of the population [20,23,28,40,58].
So far, theory demonstrated the evolution towards increased dispersal distance during
range shifting [10,27]. However, as dispersal elevates gene flow, it interacts with the process
of local adaptation, playing an important role in shaping the thermal performance curve
(further referred to as TPC) of a population. This curve shapes the relationship between
an individual’s performance and temperature [2,33]. Since the TPC on its turn regulates
the cost of dispersal by determining which habitat is suitable or not, it influences dispersal
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318 J. HILLAERT ET AL.
evolution [12]. To take this eco-evolutionary feedback in account, it is critical to study the
simultaneous evolution of dispersal and the TPC of a population during range shifting.
A TPC is defined by an optimum temperature (Topt), a maximum performance at this
optimum (TPmax) and a thermal (niche) breadth (Tbreadth) [9,24,33]. Its final shape is deter-
mined by the degree of plasticity of several fitness-related traits towards temperature [18].
Depending on the size of the thermal breadth, an individual may be classified as either a
specialist or a generalist [31]. The thermal breadth is observed to differ between species
[46,54,64], between populations of the same species [15] and within the same population
[36,62]. This differentiation in versatility was often concluded to be adaptive, as in studies
on grasshoppers (Orthoptera: Acrididae) or topminnows (Fundulidae) in which the more
eurythermal species showed to be most broadly distributed [54,64]. However, specialists
may still be selected because of the existence of a trade-off between tolerance breadth and
performance capacity at the optimal temperature. This is described by Levins [43] as the
principle of allocation, being the basis of the ‘jack-of-all-trades is amaster of none’ hypoth-
esis and is the result of costs and limits inherent to plasticity [7,21,31,48]. The existence
of this trade-off has as well been confirmed [24], suggested [15,36,1,54] as rejected [31].
Although experimental evidence is often conflicting, some trade-off must exist between
thermal breadth and fitness as super generalists are not prevalent in nature [52]. Moreover,
studies which do not support ‘the jack-of-all-trades is a master of none’ hypothesis do not
always follow a correct design [48]. Next to a broadening of the TPC, another possible
thermal adaptation is the shifting of the TPC along the temperature axis according to Topt
[1,15]. Figure 1 visualizes different functions of such a TPC, as used in our model.
While some studies tackled the issue of TPCs during climate change [32], they over-
looked the important interacting effect of dispersal [60], and local adaptation [6,55] during
range shifting. Previously, the simultaneous evolution of dispersal and local adaptation
mainly gained attention in a static metapopulation context [16,25,26,39,47]. When ther-
mal adaptation was investigated in the context of climate change, this was mostly done for
an isolated population [44,45]. Both Pease et al. [49] and Kubisch et al. [41] are exceptions
as they compare the relative importance of dispersal to adaptation during climate warming.
Still, the niche breadth of the TPC is fixed in these models.
To fill this gap, we aimed to study the simultaneous evolution of dispersal and the TPCof
a population during range shifting. To accomplish this, our simulations are subdivided in
two parts. In the first part, only the thermal breadth of the TPC and dispersal are evolvable,
while in the second part, the thermal optimumof the TPC is also evolvable. Angert et al. [1]
state that within-population variation in TPC is crucial when estimating the effect of global
warming. We incorporated this type of variation in an individual-based spatially explicit
model. Within this model, individuals compete for resources according to the match of
their thermal performance relative to the prevailing temperature (Figure 2).
Our main findings highlight that evolutionary dynamics during range shifting change
when crucial traits such as thermal breadth and thermal optimum jointly evolve.
Methods
This study aims to understand how thermal breadth and dispersal distance evolve simul-
taneously during range shifting (part 1). Also, the effects of an evolvable thermal optimum
on evolutionary dynamics in dispersal and thermal breadth are examined (part 2). The
results were obtained by applying an individual-based, spatially explicit model.
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JOURNAL OF BIOLOGICAL DYNAMICS 319
Figure 1. Comparison of performance capacity between three genotypes (Tbreadth) for diﬀerent
strengths of the performance-thermal breadth trade-oﬀ (a). The global optimum is ﬁxed at the 50th col-
umn along the x-axis (xopt = 50) and local adaptation is not allowed (xadap = 0). The value of Tbreadth
is indicated in the legend.
The landscape
The applied landscape is a rectangular lattice (1500× 100 grid cells) in which each suitable
cell may contain a population. The longest axis of the landscape (x) is characterized by a
gradient in temperature, decreasing linearly with increasing x-coordinate. Except for this
gradient, all cells are homogeneous. In this rectangular landscape, survival is only allowed
within the climate window. This window has a dimension of 100× 100 grid cells, limiting
the existence of individuals along the x-axis of the landscape. The boundaries of the climate
window along the x-axis are wrapped whereas the boundaries parallel to the y-axis are
absorbing. In case the thermal optimum is not evolvable, it is constant for all individuals
(i.e. the global thermal optimum) and defined as the central column along the x-axis within
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320 J. HILLAERT ET AL.
Figure 2. Overview of the life cycle of an individual.
this climate window. The columns with lower x-coordinates than the central column are
warmer, whereas columnswith higher x-coordinates are colder, representing the latitudinal
temperature gradient. For simplicity, local variation in temperature is not included in our
model.
Population dynamics
All parameters were tested for multiple values (see sensitivity analyses). However, only the
values applied within Figures 4–7 are mentioned in this section.
The implemented species reproduces asexually in discrete generations [10,11]. Indi-
viduals experience several events within their lifetime (see Figure 2 for an overview) and
survive only within the climate window. Our hypothetic organismmay refer to any semel-
parous organism with one distinct, passive dispersal phase with dispersal costs related to
arrival in unsuitable habitat (i.e. outside the climate window). For simplicity, we consider
our organism a semelparous plant or insect (e.g. aphids) species [10,11].
Each individual is characterized by three haploid genes: (i) the first gene determines an
individual’s thermal breadth (Tbreadth), (ii) the second controls its extent of local adapta-
tion towards the present thermal conditions (xadap, the distance in space of an individual’s
thermal optimum to the global optimum of the species) and (iii) the third stands for the
standard deviation of a Gaussian distribution representing an individual’s dispersal kernel
(σ disp).Tbreadth and xadap are determining the competitive strength of an individual during
the competition phase of the life cycle. Formore specific information concerning how these
genes influence a specific phase within the lifetime of an individual, read the description
of the competition and dispersal phase below.
Competition
Individuals who are best adapted to local conditions gain access to limited resources first,
excluding the competitively weaker individuals from the population. As such, individuals
interact by their competitive strength. This strength is dependent on an individual’s per-
formance capacity as determined by its TPC described by the following formula following
Chaianunporn and Hovestadt [16]:
TP = e−
(x−(xopt+xadap)2
100∗Tbreadth · TPmax · e−a∗Tbreadth (1)
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Here,TP refers to the thermal performance of an individual andTPmax to themaximum
value of TP. a represents a flexible parameter describing the strength of the performance
(TPmax) – thermal breadth (Tbreadth) trade-off (see Figure 1 for an illustration of the effect
of a).Within the competition phase, competitive strength is directly related to performance
capacity. As such, the TPC function is used as a measure for the competitive strength of an
individual. We assumed that when TP is zero or negative, local conditions are too unsuit-
able for an individual to reproduce. x refers to an individual’s x-coordinate and xadap to
the deviation of an individual’s local optimum in space to xopt (the location of the global
optimum along the x-axis). For example, when xopt equals 50 and xadap equals 20, the local
optimum of the individual is positioned within the column with x-coordinate 70. When
the thermal optimum is not evolvable (part 1), xadap will be equal to 0 for all individuals. As
such, the local optimum of an individual always coincides with xopt (the global optimum
of the population positioned within the central column along the x-axis of the climate
window).
After determining the competitive strength of all individuals within a cell, the chance
of mortality (Pmort) was defined for each individual as
Pmort = 1 − N
∗
∑
TPx,y/TP
(2)
Here, N* stands for the carrying capacity within a cell which was fixed at 50. Within a
cell, the chance ofmortalityPmort for each individual wasweighted for the total competitive
strength of all individuals within that cell
(∑
TPx,y
)
. By doing this, an individual will have
a higher survival chance when the sum of the competitive strength of all individuals within
a cell
(∑
TPx,y
)
is low.
Reproduction
Each individual has on average three (λ) offspring. The exact number is drawn from a
Poisson distribution with mean λ, including demographic stochasticity. During reproduc-
tion, the mutation rate for each gene under selection is 0.001, allowing evolution. In case
a mutation occurs, the value for the offspring of that gene is sampled out of the following
interval: [parental value –mutation size, parental value+mutation size] with themutation
size being 0.5 for σ disp and 5 for xadap. For Tbreadth, the mutation size equals 0.5 when the
thermal optimum is not evolvable, but 0.05 when it is evolvable. The different mutation
sizes are chosen in such a way that the speed of reaching equilibrium is optimized, reduc-
ing computational effort. These chosen mutation sizes do not affect the outcome of our
model (see Supplementary material part 2). As the implemented species is considered to
be semelparous, an individual dies after reproducing.
Dispersal
The dispersal distance is drawn from a Gaussian probability distribution with standard
deviation (σ disp). The larger the value of σ disp, the wider the tail of the Gaussian distri-
bution resulting in an individual dispersing further and more frequently. The direction of
dispersal is random [10,11]. Individuals who arrived outside the climate window will not
be able to reproduce and expire.
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322 J. HILLAERT ET AL.
Simulations
Initialization of individuals
Each simulation starts with the initialization of 2000 individuals within the first 100
columns of the landscape. Until equilibrium is reached in the evolving traits, the popu-
lation is only allowed to survive in this restricted range. During initialization, the values of
the parameters under selection are randomly drawn from a uniform distribution with val-
ues between 0 and 5 for σ disp and between −50 and 50 for xadap. The interval from which
the values of Tbreadth are drawn depends on whether the thermal optimum is evolvable or
not. In the former case, the interval is [0–0.5], whereas in the latter case it is [0–6] when a
equals 1 or 5 or [0–2] when a equals 10.
Static environment
During the first 1000 generations of each simulation, the climate window is fixed along the
first 100 columns of the x-axis to reach a state of equilibrium in the evolving traits.
Range shifting
When range shifting is initiated, local temperatures increase and the optimum starts to
move at a constant speed (1.3 columns per generation) along the x-axis.
Determining evolution
In all simulations, 10,000 individuals were randomly sampled per replicate just before the
global optimum starts tomove, and again 1000 generations later. The timing at which equi-
librium is reached in the evolving traits at the leading edge was visually identified (see
Figures 4 and 7). Of the sampled individuals, the values of the genes encoding the traits
under selection were determined. For all figures represented in the next section five repli-
cas are used, which is justified considering the low degree of variation between replicates
(see Figures 4 and 7). Moreover, in order to efficiently use computing power and given
our pilot analyses demonstrating low levels of variability among replicates, we performed
extensive sensitivity analyses to gain insights on the generality of our results. General-
ity was confirmed (see Supplementary material) since all sensitivity analyses yielded the
same qualitative results. To be complete, the course of evolution was investigated from the
moment range shifting starts for the back, middle and front of the population. To achieve
this, the mean values for Tbreadth and σ disp were determined within five columns at the
back, middle and front of the climate window for each time step using five replicates. The
thermal optimum was either fixed or static and a always equalled 1.
Sensitivity analyses
Table 1 gives an overview of all parameters and their definition, their fixed value in the final
figures and extra tested values as part of the sensitivity analyses. The parameters of which
the effect was tested on evolutionwere the following:mutation rate, carrying capacity (N∗),
speed of range shifting (cws) and mean number of offspring per individual (λ). As there
is no exact reason to put the competition event before the displacement-of-the-optimum
event in the life cycle or vice versa, we also ran simulations in which the order of both was
switched. For all figures shown in the Supplementarymaterial, two replicaswere used.Also,
as there is no general consensus on the shape of a TPC in nature, we used two additional
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Table 1. Overview and deﬁnition of all parameters.
Parameter Description Value applied in ﬁnal ﬁgures
Extra tested values
(Supplementary)
t The number of generations since the start of the
simulation
– –
x x-coordinate of an individual – –
xopt x-coordinate of global optimum – –
TP Thermal performance of an individual – –
TPmax Only applicable for Equations (2) and (3), the
maximal thermal performance
10 –
Pmort Chance of mortality during competition phase – –
σ disp Standard deviation of a Gaussian distribution
determining dispersal
Evolvable –
xadap Distance of local optimum to global optimum
along x-axis
Fixed at 0 or evolvable –
Tbreadth Width of the thermal breadth evolvable –
Mut. rate The chance of occurrence of a mutation during
reproduction
0.001 –
Mut. size Maximal deviation of a mutation towards the σ disp:0.5, xadap:5, σ gen: 1 for σ gen and σ disp
parental genotype see table S1
N* Carrying capacity of one grid cell 50 100
cws Speed of range shifting 1.3 0.5, 2
λ Mean number of oﬀspring per individual 3 2 and 5
functions to describe this TPC (see Supplementary material part 2). Finally, the effect of
landscape type on the course of evolution was also examined (see Supplementary material
part 1).
Results
Our results highlight that the inclusion of other evolvable traits (here thermal optimum
and thermal breadth) might be critical for studying the evolution of dispersal during range
shifting.
Part I: evolution of thermal breadth and dispersal
In a static environment, individuals with the narrowest thermal breadth occur near the
global optimum, independent of the strength of the trade-off (Figure 3). With increasing
distance from the static global optimum, individuals develop a higher dispersal capacity
and wider thermal breadth (Figure 3). As expected, the maximum thermal breadth within
a population decreases with increasing strength (a) of the competition-thermal breadth
trade-off (Figure 3).
When inducing range shifting, the level of dispersal is globally increasedwithin the pop-
ulation (Figure 3). As can be inferred from Figure 4, this occurs initially at equal speeds
for the back, middle and front of the population. However, after less than 200 generations
of range shifting, the increase in dispersal ability levels off near the front whereas it still
increases in themiddle and back of the population (Figure 4). Surprisingly, the least disper-
sive individuals having the widest thermal breadth dominate at the leading edge (Figure 3).
Depending on the appliedTPC function, the thermal breadth of these individuals is equally
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Figure 3. The evolution of thermal breadth and dispersal in function of position along the x-axis before and during range shifting. The evolution of the thermal
optimum is not allowed (xadap = 0). Each dot represents the genotype of a sampled individual. The global optimum of the population is located at the 50th column
along the x-axis before range shifting and at the 1349th column during range shifting. a determines the strength of the performance-thermal breadth trade-oﬀ and
is either ﬁxed at 1, 5 or 10.
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A B C
D E F
Figure 4. An overview of how the traits under selection change from the moment range shifting starts for the back (A,D), middle (B,E) and front (C,F) of the pop-
ulation. In this scenario, only dispersal and thermal breadth are evolvable. Each colour refers to the mean in either dispersal (A,B,C) or thermal breadth (D,E,F) for a
particular replicate. In total, ﬁve replicates are used.
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326 J. HILLAERT ET AL.
Figure 5. The relationship between dispersal and thermal breadth within a population experiencing
range shifting. Here, local adaptation of the thermal optimum is not allowed (xadap = 0). Each dot rep-
resents the genotype of a sampled individual. a determines the strength of the performance-thermal
breadth trade-oﬀ and is either ﬁxed at 1, 5 or 10.
wide or even wider than the thermal breadth of the individuals at the back of the popula-
tion and their dispersal ability is equally low or lower than individuals near the centre (see
Supplementary material part 2).
The individuals at the front differ genetically from the rest of the population in disper-
sal ability (Figures 4 and 5). Dependent on the TPC function, this is also true for thermal
breadth especially when the strength of the trade-off is weak (a = 1) (Figure 3 and Supple-
mentary material part 2). Overall, this results in the coexistence of two different genotypes
just behind or at a larger distance from the leading edge (Figure 5 and Supplementary
material part 2), which has been observed within each replicate.
Individuals with the narrowest thermal breadths occur near the optimum. Also, these
individuals are less dispersive than the rest of the population except for those from the
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Figure 6. The evolution of thermal breadth and dispersal in function of position along the x-axis before and during range shifting when local adaptation of the
thermal optimum is allowed. Each dot represents the genotype of a sampled individual. The global optimum of the population is located at the 50th column along
the x-axis before range shifting and at the 1349th column during range shifting. a determines the strength of the performance-thermal breadth trade-oﬀ and is
either ﬁxed at 1, 5 or 10.
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Figure 7. An overview of how the traits under selection change from the moment range shifting starts for the back (A,D), middle (B,E) and front (C,F) of the popu-
lation. In this scenario dispersal, thermal optimum and thermal breadth are evolvable. Each colour refers to the mean in either dispersal (A,B,C) or thermal breadth
(D,E,F) for a particular replicate. In total, ﬁve replicates are used.
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JOURNAL OF BIOLOGICAL DYNAMICS 329
leading edge (Figures 3 and 4). The increase in thermal breadth with increasing distance
to the global optimum is clearly maintained during range shifting (Figure 3). As within a
stationary range, the maximum thermal breadth observed within a population decreases
with elevated strength of the performance – thermal breadth trade-off (Figure 3).When the
speed of range shifting is increased, dispersal within the entire range elevates as well (Sup-
plementary material part 2: figures S2.7, S2.16 and S2.23). Further, no qualitative changes
of the main results are observed within the sensitivity analyses (Supplementary material
part 2).
Part II: evolution of thermal breadth, dispersal and thermal optimum
When the environment is static, the thermal breadth and dispersal capacity are overall low
within the population (Figure 6). Themean level of thermal breadth decreaseswith increas-
ing strength of the performance-thermal breadth trade-off (Figure 6). As shown in figure
S2.27 (Supplementary material part 2), an individual’s local thermal optimum coincides
almost completely with its own location. As expected, this relationship is more accurate
with increasing strength of the performance-thermal breadth trade-off (Supplementary
material part 2: figure S2.27). This pattern is highly consistent among the five replicated
runs (Figure 7).
When range shifting is induced, both the mean thermal breadth and dispersal capacity
increase within the population (Figure 7). However, when the strength of the performance-
thermal breadth trade-off is weak (or other conditions: see Supplementarymaterial part 2),
individuals at the leading edge are observed to have a narrower thermal breadth than the
rest of the population (Figure 6). Dispersal is always homogeneously distributed through-
out the range (Figures 6 and 7). As within the previous part, dispersal elevates within the
entire range when the speed of range shifting is increased (Supplementary material part
2: figures S2.30, S2.39 and S2.48). Further, the deviation of an individual’s position to the
location of its local thermal optimum is larger during range shifting than within a static
range (Supplementary material part 2: figure S2.27).
Discussion
As the TPC is repeatedly cited as a critical evolvable trait under global warming
[2,3,18,30,32,44,56], it is surprising that no clear predictions exist so far of its evolution
during range shifting. Especially, since its joint evolution with dispersal might induce a
strong genetic load [1]. So far, theory demonstrated evolution of dispersal retrieved a posi-
tive selection at the leading edge during range shifting [10,27]. The underlyingmechanism
may either be natural or spatial selection [50,57]. Intrinsic trade-offs are known to affect
these eco-evolutionary dynamics [14]. Here we show that considering the joint evolution
with traits related to local performance is equally important.
Within our study, we considered the evolution of thermal breadth and thermal optimum
to be independent. This is realistic as both result fromdifferent processes [4]. A broadening
of the thermal breadth might be caused by the duplication of particular genes, resulting in
paralogous isozymes [53]. Instead, the optimum temperature can change due to an alter-
ation within the structure of an enzyme resulting in orthologous allozymes [51]. As such,
the performance function (TPC) will shift along the temperature axis.
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330 J. HILLAERT ET AL.
Although the thermal optimum evolves independently from the thermal breadth, this
is not the case for the maximum performance at this optimum. Maximum performance
and thermal breadth have been known to be negatively correlated, being referred to as the
‘jack-of-all-trades is amaster of none’ hypothesis [24]. Since the exact cost for a broadening
of thermal breadth on maximum performance is hardly quantifiable [34], we included an
extra parameter (a) allowing for the relaxation of this trade-off.
Part I: Evolution of thermal breadth and dispersal
As expected, in a static range when only thermal breadth and dispersal are evolvable, the
individuals with the narrowest thermal breadth occur near the global optimum. These
are also less dispersive than the individuals with the widest thermal breaths occurring
near the edge. Logically, this follows from the fact that individuals with narrower ther-
mal breadths experience an extra selection force against dispersal [39,47,58]. These results
also support the statement that the realized niche of a genotype might not always rep-
resent its fundamental niche, which is especially true for the individuals near the range
margin [5].
Initially after the onset of range shifting, dispersal increases due to spatial sorting and
natural selection [50,57]. However, after less than 200 generations it is clear that both
individuals at the leading edge and individuals near the optimum experience a weaker
selection for dispersal than the rest of the population. As a result, dispersal ability is always
higher at the trailing edge than the leading edge during range shifting. This result con-
trasts with earlier work studying the evolution of dispersal during range shifting [10,27].
Although the evolution of dispersal has proven to interact with local adaptation in order
to minimize gene swamping [22,38,39,47], this evolutionary feedback was ignored so far
when studying dynamics during range shifting [10,27]. By ignoring such joint evolution-
ary dynamics, all individuals are equally adapted to the conditions at the front and the
only factor which results in an important competitive advantage is being the first to col-
onize the newly available habitat at the front [10,27]. This is achieved by having a higher
dispersal rate or further dispersal distance than your neighbours. This strategy, however,
might not be the most optimal one as it involves the cost of arriving outside the climate
window (i.e. in habitat which is not yet suitable for reproduction or still occupied by
other species), resulting in contracting (i.e. elastic) range margins when range shifting is
stopped [27,29,42].When the evolution of a second important trait (here thermal breadth)
is allowed, the most dispersive individuals will no longer prevail at the front. Instead, the
favoured strategy is to be thermally adapted to the conditions at the leading edge and as
such, outcompete previously settled but less adapted individuals without taking the risk
of dispersing outside the climate window. As such, the elasticity of range margins will
be lower when the evolution of this extra trait is included than when only dispersal is
evolvable.
When the climate window continues shifting, a time lag occurs before the individuals
who first colonized the newly available habitat are outcompeted by better adapted geno-
types. As such, two different strategies coexist within an area just behind the leading edge
representing non-equilibrium dynamics [17]. Also, under some conditions, this time lag
prevents individuals near the trailing edge from obtaining their locally optimal thermal
breadth (see Supplementary material part 2).
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Globally, a genotype occupies a broader range along the x-axis within the range shifting
scenario than the static one. This is mainly due to the elevated level of dispersal dur-
ing range shifting generating an increased immigration load [22]. Further, none of these
discussed results differed qualitatively among all implemented trade-off functions.
Part II: Evolution of thermal breadth, thermal optimumand dispersal
Before range shifting, when local adaptation of the thermal optimum is allowed, all indi-
viduals have an optimum which coincides with their location. Further, they have a very
small thermal breadth in order to maximize their competitive strength at their location. In
conjunction with this, their dispersal ability is also low resulting in minimal levels of gene
swamping [13]. With increasing strength of the performance – thermal breadth trade-off,
individuals clearly develop narrower thermal breadths without becoming noticeably less
dispersive.
During range shifting, temporal variability is increased favouring higher levels of niche
breadth [34]. As this temporal variability is experienced between rather than within gen-
erations (i.e. coarse grained variation sensu Levins [43]), the TPC curve is shaped by
underlying traits which are only plastic during the early stages of development but fixed
during the adult stages (i.e. developmental plasticity) [34,37,63]. Simultaneously, dispersal
increases globally during range shifting. Still, evolution interacts with the strength of the
performance-thermal breadth trade-off as dispersal and thermal breadth are respectively
higher and broader when the trade-off is weak.
Remarkably, individuals at the leading edge do not evolve levels of dispersal which are
higher than the rest of the population. As such, the levels of dispersal are homogeneously
distributed throughout the range. Importantly, while in the previous scenario maximal
adaptation to conditions at the leading edge occurred by developing the widest thermal
breadths of the entire population, this is now achieved by developing the narrowest. When
comparing the level of dispersal between individuals with wide and small thermal niches,
the former always evolved higher levels (see Figures 5–7). This contrast with other studies
[32,41] which state that during climate warming generalists will lag further behind their
optimum environment than specialists. These studies assume thermal breadth, however,
to be fixed and not subject to local adaptation. Hence, generalists are not selected for to
keep track with their optimal location. This highlights the importance of not only compar-
ing evolution between populations with a fixed TPC but also including it as an evolvable
feature.
In first instance, our result are critical for studies focussing on eco-evolutionary dynam-
ics during range shifting. For obvious reasons, our results cannot be extended to studies
studying range expansion or invasion dynamics.
In order for our results to be applicable to real populations, several conditions should
be met. First, variation within thermal performance should exist. This has been supported
at different levels of organization (e.g. [15,36,64]). Secondly, all features of a TPC should
be evolvable in response to natural selection. As outlined above, this is the case for thermal
breadth and optimum.Although lower thermal limits of terrestrial ectoderms, endotherms
and plants are observed to decline at a greater rate towards the poles than upper thermal
limits [59], this does not necessarily imply that the latter are less evolvable than the for-
mer [5]. Especially, since the upper thermal limits of marine ectothermic species have been
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observed to decreasewith latitude at a higher speed than terrestrial species [59]. This obser-
vation is due to the absence of microhabitats in marine ecosystems which allow escape to
high temperatures [59]. Additionally, the mean summer temperatures in the sea decline
with latitude at a greater rate than on the land strengthening the force of selection [19,59].
Finally, another prerequisite for our study is that evolution within TPC occurs fast enough
to be relevant within the context of climate warming. This also has been supported by
several studies [8,35].
Conclusion
Our results highlight that the inclusion of other evolvable traits (here thermal optimum
and thermal breadth) might be critical for studying the evolution of dispersal during range
shifting. Under conditions where only the thermal breadth and dispersal are evolvable,
maximal adaptation at the shifting front occurs by developing the widest thermal breadth.
Instead, when the thermal optimum is also evolvable, individuals near the front have the
narrowest thermal breadths and a thermal optimum which coincides with their own loca-
tion. By being thermally adapted to the conditions at the front, individuals are allowed to
develop lower rates of dispersal at the shifting range front than expected based on previous
studies. This strategy is beneficial as it reduces an individual’s risk of ending up in habitat
that is not yet suitable for reproduction or still occupied by other species.
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